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Presentation

The Kroonde is a wireless captation system dedicated to real time
applications.

The captation system (4,5 x 2,7 x 1 in) can simultaneously integrate up
to 16 sensors. It has an autonomy of 10 hours with a 9V battery, and
weights less than 150 grams (battery included).
 
The sensors are connected to the wireless transmission box through two
connectors (maximum 8 sensors by connector).

The effective HF range varies from 100 ft in a difficult environment, to
300 ft outside, on 433Mhz frequency.

The HF base (1U Rack) gets informations from sensors and transmits this
at a high bandwith to a computer (Ethernet (10MB/s), UDP network
protocol), with a precision of 10 bits by sensor.

The Kroonde is also MIDI compatible.

Performances

When only one connector is switched on, only the 8 first sensors are
refeshed, so as to reduce latency time. The HF link has a latency of 0,5
ms.

UDP 
8 sensors : each value is updeted in 5ms, with 10 bits precision.
16 sensors : each value is updeted in 9ms, with 10 bits precision.

MIDI
8 sensors : each value is updeted in 7ms, with 7 bits precision.
16 sensors : each value is updeted in 12ms, with 7 bits precision.

The Sensors

The sensors are positionned in groups 8 on a female HE10 34 pin
connector.
They are powered in 0 / +5V and transmit analogic information.
The analog voltage (0,5V) of the sensor output is converted into digital
(10 bits) before HF transmission.



Any sensor which transmits analogic power between 0 and 5 volts is
compatible with the Kroonde. Those most often used are pressure
flexion, acceleration, magnetic field, and light sensors.

Interfacing

The connectors are organized as follows:

The first two wires (interruptor 1 and interruptor 2) must always be
linked together. The other wires are identical, in groups of 4 for the
different sensors.

Ground : The electric ground.
+5V : sensor battery power. 
Reset : this wire allows for a magnetic automatic sensor reset.

output voltage of sensor 1 : this wire correspond high impedance
montage entry. The voltage applied to this wire will be analyzed, then
transmitted to the computer.



The HF transmitter 

The transmitter has two connectors, a working LED and an antenna
(flexible wire).
It is important not to cut the antenna.

The LED lights up when the transmitter is on.

The first connector is beside the LED, the second, is next to the antenna.

The sensors pluged into the first connector are numbered 1 to 8, those
pluged the  second connector are numbered 9 to 16.

When only one connector is linked to the transmitter, it must be linked to
the first connector, for the transmitter to work.

On one side, the Kroonde transmitter has a configuration of 4 micro-
switches.
When microswitch 1 is on ON, this allows to stop entry scanner the
entrées. This can be useful in avoiding possible electric current jumps
when disconnected. The other micro-switches are not used on this
version.



Recever

The recever is a 1U rack, with a general interruptor, 4 LEDs and a BNC
antenna connector in front.
At the rear there is a 220v schuko connector, 2 Midi connector (entry and
exit), and a RJ45 connector for the Ethernet connection (10Mb/s).

The LEDs indicate (from left to right)  :
Power : The module is switched on.
RX : The module receives valid information from the transmitter.
UDP : The module transmits information in UDP.
Midi : The module transmits information in midi.



Communication with the computer

The Kroonde system allows communication through three different
protocols.

All UDP communications transit via socket N° 1234 to socket N° 5678.

OSC :
Open Sound Control Protocol is compatibThe with both Max objects and
with  AAASeed (http://www.lagraine.com/fra/aaaseed/aaaseed.htm).

A demonstration patch is available on this CD.

protocol information:
http://cnmat.cnmat.berkeley.edu/OSC/

Messages sent by the Kroonde are of the following types : 

byte 1 to 7 : #bundle (in ascci)
byte 8 to 15 : 0 (in binary)
byte 16 : 1 (in binary)
byte 20 : message size après this byte (= total message size -20d)

byte 21 to 24 : 0 (in binary)
byte 25 to 28 : nomber of 32 bits corresponding to the value of the first
sensor.  Only the 10 light weight bits have a different weight to zero.

byte 32 to 29 : idem, for the second sensor.

The other bytes are identical, grouped 4 by 4, for the other sensors.

Message size depends upon the number of sensors sent.

binary : 
Compatible with PD object standard : netreceive.

The messages sent by the Kroonde are of the following type : 
Kroonde 132 234 343; (in ascii) followed by caracter 10 (carriage return)
For example, in the case of transmission of three sensors with respective
values 132 234 and 343.

MIDI : 
Control exchange is transmitted from 0 to 7 or 15 (depending on the
number of sensors) on the MIDI channel n° 11.



UDP/MIDI Configuration

The Kroonde has 8 configurations microswitch.
To reach these, the rack top must be opened (4 screws), and the
protective black cover  removed.  

Configuration of transmission format  

3 microswitches enable configuration of the transmission format  : 
microswitch 1 selects or inhibits MIDI transmission.
microswitch 2 selects or inhibits OSC protocol (Max).
microswitch 3 selects or inhibits binary protocol (PD).



Simultaneous selection of several protocols is possible. The Kroonde will
transmit data according to the specified formats, though this may
increace latency time. 

The OSC protocol is selected by default (factory configuration).

Manual IP Addresse Configuration

When microswitch 4 is on ON, the Kroonde is in IP address configuration.

In this mode, the Kroonde awaits a midi configuration.
The LEDs flash one after another for underscore an atypical working
mode.

8 MIDI control changes are useful to configure the Kroonde IP address.
Each message correspond to one quartet of IP address.

When 8 messages are correctly received, the Kroonde refreshes the
corresponding IP address, (transmission of a MIDI confirmation
message), and returns to a waiting mode for further messages.

A rapid LED flash offers visual confirmation of correct MIDI message
reception.

Each message (control change) correspond to one quarter of an byte of IP
address.

Message n° 50 : lightweight quartet of 4th IP address of Kroonde message
receiver.

Message n° 51 : heavy weight quartet of the same byte.

...

Message n° 56 : lightweight quartet of the first byte of the IP address of
the message receiver.

Message n° 57 : heavyweight quartet of 1st IP address of Kroonde
message receiver.

(idem for Kroonde IP address)
Message n° 60 : lightweight quartet of the of 4thbyte of the IP address
of the message receiver.

Message n° 67 : heavyweight quartet of first byte of the Kroonde IP
address.



The Kroonde is only aware of messages sent on channel 11.

Once these IP addresses are configured, return microswitch 4 on off, The
Kroonde will then reboot normally, with the new IP address. These
addresses are safe-guarded and will be used until replaced by a new
configuraton.

At the end of the initialisation sequence, the 3 LEDs will light up
together. Should this fail to occur, this indicates that the Kroonde is
unable to connect onto the network with the specified IP address. These
should then be checked and changed.
 

Prior IP Address Configuration 

Another faster way to configure Kroonde IP addresses :
Micro-switches 5 to 8 enable standard configurations.
These configurations are only taken into account when the Kroonde is
started up.

When micro-switch 5 is on ON, the receiver’s IP address for Kroonde is
"255.255.255.255", this enables transmission to all connected computers.

When micro-switch 6 is on ON, the receiver’s IP address for Kroonde is:
"10.0.0.2".

When micro-switch 7 is on ON, the receiver’s IP address for Kroonde is:
"192.168.254.91".

When micro-switch 8 is on ON, the  Kroonde IP address is : "10.0.0.1".

Warning, these microswitchs must be positionned to OFF to allow manual
IP address configuration.

Ex factory, the Kroonde has an IP address 192.168.254.91, and transmits
information in broadcast (255.255.255.255).

If the Kroonde is connected to one computer, use a cross cable. In this
case these IP and remote IP addresses suit very well.

Installation :

There is nothing specific to do to install the Kroonde on a computer.
The Kroonde transmits information to a target identified by its IP address.



For use with a P.D. (version 0.34 is delivered with this CD), the Kroonde
is totally compatible with standard objects.
For use with MAX, Open Sound Control (OSC) of CNMAT must be
installed.

This is available through  :
http://cnmat.cnmat.berkeley.edu/OSC/Max/#downloads

Version 2.4 delivered with this CD.

The CD contains software which enables visualisation of the on-line
information, to analyse this through the Kroonde this software can be
found in the "ethereal" dossier of this CD.

Exemple can also be found for both Pd and Max.

Guarantee

The Kroonde carries a one year manufacture defects guarantee
Problem independant of a normal use of this product are not guaranteed.

In case of an electricity problem, The fuse must only be replaced by a
100mA model.

Electric current only in 220V.


